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can is splashed by the crankshaft to keep 
- the mechanism weII lubricated. 

The complete drive unit is shown in 
Fig. 1, partly cutaway so that you can get 
a better idea of its assembly. Bronze spin- 
dle bushings (Ford model-T type) are used 
as sleeves for the vertical shaft and also as 

SCARCITY of metal leed not keep you a bearing for the crankshaft. Fig, 3 shows 
from having a scroll 'saw, as this one is how the channel is clamped to flattened 

mqde mostly of wood. Abide from the bolts places on the shaft, and how the lower 
and bushings required, t p  few other pieces bushing is mounted in a flat-iron bracket. 
of metal needed can be, salvaged, in most Note from Fig. 4 that the bolts in the latter 
cases, from odds and efnds found in the fasten both it and the can to the wooden 
junk box. If plywood i;s not available in base. YOU can work the channel to shape 
your particular locality,l you can resort to by hand using a hacksaw, chisel andefile, 
solid stock by gluing up panels of sufficient or YOU can have the channel and crank- 
width. The crankshaft mechanism of the shaft made. Thick felt washers prevent 
drive head operates in la bath of oil and leakage of oil at points where the two , 
is sealed inside an ordingry 1-qt. paint can shafts pass through the can. The oil level, 
of the type having a p ess-fit lid. Fig. 4 of course, should be kept below the hole 
will give you an idea o how it  works. A in the side of the can, as shown in Fig. 4. 
crankshaft, entering the side of the can, It is important that the block holding the 

rth crankshaft bearing be rigid. Fig. 2 show 
a way of bolting thii, which allows it 
be retightened easily if it should w 
loose. When insfaJling the crankshaft 
must be no end play, as the face of the 
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the top of the plywood sides. With this fill- 
er block in place, you can go ahead and add 
the blade chuck to the slotted end of the 
shaft. This consists of a hexagon nut 
screwed and soldered to the end and then a %-in. elbow to be pinned to the project- 
drilled and tapped crosswise for a setscrew ing end and soldered to'the flange. If you 
to clamp the blade as shown in Fig. 7. The are unable to have the bushings turned of 
blade can be made self-centering in the metal to fit the pipe shaft, satisfactory ones 

width as the blade. 

pipe shaft by two floar flanges which are i f  short pipe arms make a neat job. 
centered and screwed opposlte each other. to the size of the plywood drive 
One end of the shaft is threaded to pass you'll have to true it on the outer 
throu+hGp flanges far enough to permit the lathe as shown in Fig. 10. . 

c.z:*- ,;:b4 : 

 ins Hold Bandsaw Blade in Vise While BI 
Instead of making up a special jig to hold the ends of broken 

bandsaw blades in perfed alignment while brazing, just slip a 
couple of large cotter pins over the blade and clamp them in a 
vise as shown. To protect vise jaws against excessive heat from 

them in the visl 


